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Zoning is one of many ordinances affecting the use of land in a
local community; among the others are building and fire codes,
env i ronmental regula t ions, subd i vis ion ord i nances, and the land
use po 1 ic ies expressed ina comprehens i ve plan.
Of a 11 these,
however, zoning is the most far reaching and, perhaps, the best
established.
Historic properties occupy land area and, like
other land uses, are subject to zoning regulations.
When
properly applied, zoning can be a powerful tool in protecting
historic
properties.
It
is
important,
therefore,
that
preservationists become knowledgeable about the zoning in their
communities in order to determine how it affects historic
resources and how it might better protect historic properties.
What is zoning?

Under
state
enabling
legislation,
a
local government
is
authorized to divide the land area in its jurisdiction into
districts, or zones, each with a set of regulations governing the
development of private land.
The districts are marked on a
zoning map which is an official government document. Generally,
the text of the ordinance specifies the categories of uses
allowed in each district (residential, commercial, industrial,
etc.), the maximum size of the buildings, the size of the lot,
the required spaces around the buildings, the number of offstreet park ing spaces, and other requirements for development.
Zoning districts are designated by classifications, such as "RSl"
which might stand for Residential Single Family Low-Density, or
"C2," which could be Commercial Medium-Density (generally letters
refer to uses while the numbers indicate density) •
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What kinds of local governments can adopt zoning?

State zoning enabling legislation generally specifies which local
j ur i sd ict ions a re author i zed to adopt a zon ing ord i nance.
In
some States both municipalities (cities and towns) and counties
can adopt zon ing laws; in others, zon ing is a funct ion reserved
for municipalities.
The State of Texas, for example, restricts
zoning to cities and towns of a certain size and requires
counties to get special permission from the state legislature in
order to adopt a zoning ordinance.
How long has zoning been in practice?

The nation's first comprehensive zoning ordinance was adopted in
1916 by New Yor k City.
The Standard State Zon ing Enabl ing Act
was drafted by the Department of Commerce in 1922 and had much to
do with the widespread adoption of State enabling legislation and
the acceptance of zoning by many of the larger cities and
suburban commun i ties around the country.
The right of local
governments to zone was affirmed by the Supreme Court's landmark
decision in village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co. in 1926, which
upheld tha t, in pr inc iple I zon ing was a va 1 id express ion of the
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police power (i.e., the power of the government to regulate
activity by private persons for the health, safety, morals, and
general welfare of the public).
What about pre-existing uses or buildings?

Buildings or uses in existence prior to the establishment or
amendment of the zoning ordinance which are inconsistent with the
new or amended zoning requirements are called non-conformities. A
lot wh ich does not meet min imum size requ i remen ts can also be
non-conforming.
Non-conformities are sometimes given a set
period within which they must be brought into conformity; in some
cases they are allowed to remain in existence indefinitely under
the condition that they will not be expanded or improved.
How is a zoning ordinance adopted and administered?

Zoning ordinances are adopted by the local governing body, such
as the city or county councilor town board, based on the
recommendations of the planning commission, or a specially
appointed zoning commission.
The zoning commission makes its
recommendations after studying existing patterns of development
and particular land use issues in a community.
After the
ordinance is finalized and adopted, an appointed zoning board of
appeals or board of adjustment is established to decide when
exceptions to the ordinance can be granted to particular property
owners. A zoning administrator or officer administers the zoning
ordinance on a day-to-day basis, granting zoning permits for
proposed developments
that comply with
the
terms of
the
ordinance.
How are changes made to a zoning ordinance?

Changes to the text of a zoning ordinance or a zoning map can be
in the form of zoning amendments or revisions.
A revision is
considered to be more comprehensive than an amendment and usually
results in a completely new ordinance.
Both require following
the legal process established by the state enabling leg islation
and must be approved by the local governing body.
Often the
planning
commission
reviews proposed amendments
and makes
recommendations to the town council.
The term rezoning applies
to both amendments and revisions and does not distinguish between
changes that apply to a small area or to the entire community.
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What is a variance and under whose authority is it granted?

Given the unique characteristics of each parcel of land, zoning
authorities recognized early on that although every property
owner within a district would be bound to the same requirements,
in certa in cases except ions would have to be made.
One common
type of except ion is a var iance, in wh ich a proper ty owner is
exempted from all or a number of the provisions of the zoning
ordinance. Variances require the property owner to prove to the
zoning appeals board that, due to the particular physical
surroundings, shape, or topographical condition of the property,
compliance with the zoning regulations would result in undue
hardship.
variances may cover any aspect of the zoning
requirements (such as use, number of parking spaces, size of
building, or setbacks--the required distance between buildings
and lot lines).
What about special exceptions?
exceptions, also known as conditional uses, apply to
nonconforming uses thought to be desirable in a particular
district under certain circumstances, such as a school in a
residential district.
Unlike variances, special exceptions are
listed in the text of the zoning ordinance along with those uses
permitted as a matter of right. The conditions required for the
zoning board to grant a special exception are also set forth in
the ordinance, although sometimes the board negotiates particular
conditions to be placed on a proposed development with a property
owner.
Special

What is historic zoning or historic district overlay zoning?

Where historic district design review is established through the
zoning ordinance, it is often referred to as historic zoning or
historic district overlay zoning.
An overlay zone is an
additional layer of regulations for a particular area which is
la id a top the under ly ing or base zoning regulations.
There are
many different kinds of overlay zones including those that
establish additional controls on development in areas subject to
airport
noise,
or
those
that
promote
downtown
retail
development. The base zoning provisions, which relate to use and
density, continue to be administered by the zoning authorities.
The regulations contained in the historic overlay zone are
administered by a design review board or historic preservation
commission.
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Should historic zoning
zoning be coordinated?

or

design

review

regulations

and
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Regardless of whether or not design review in historic districts
is called historic zoning or it is implemented through an
independent
process,
it
is
essential
that
preservation
regulations, such as historic district design review, and zoning
be coordinated. Where there is no coordination the preservation
regulations which seek to preserve and protect the integrity of
historic neighborhoods may be working at cross-purposes with the
zoning ordinance, the goal of which could well be to attract high
density new development.
How can preservation regulations and zoning be coordinated?

Coordination can take place in a variety of ways. One way is to
arrange for regular meetings between members of the zoning board
and the preservation commission or to have a member of the zoning
board also serve on the preservation commi ss ion.
In teract ion
between the staff of both groups is also important. A number of
zoning ordinances provide a degree of coordination by allowing
the historic district commission or design review board to review
and make recommendations on all use permits, variances, rezoning
requests, and zoning text amendment applications within the
historic district.
Where preservation and zoning are separate, an ideal solution i~
to include a clause in each ordinance stating that where there
are conflicts, the preservation ordinance takes precedence.
Alternatively, the zoning ordinance might have a provision
stating that there is a presumption against developments,
rezonings, and variances that harm individual landmarks or
historic districts.
In
addition,
successful
preservation
commissions build in the opportunity to comment on any zoning
issues that may affect historic properties and have the authority
to recommend a suspens ion of cer ta in zon ing requ i remen ts that
hamper preservation (see page 9).
What are the typical problems that result from a lack of
coordination between preservation regulations and zoning rules?

zoning Incompatible with Current Use.
The most typical problems
arise because the current and historical uses in an area do not
match
the current zoning designation.
Often a historic
residential neighborhood may be zoned for retail, office, or
industr ial uses.
The pressure to convert to one of these uses
can result in the demolition or inappropriate remodeling of
historic residences.
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Density.
A related conflict between zoning and preservation is
density.
In many cases, the current and traditional uses in a
historic district may be of the same type as that contained in
the zoning, but the historic uses may be at a much lower
density.
This is frequently the case in older commercial
districts where historic commercial buildings are an average of
two or three stories in height but the zoning allows much taller
buildings.
The greater economic return generated by larger
buildings creates pressure to demolish or to build incompatible
and disproportionately large additions to smaller historic
buildings.
Residential areas zoned for densities much higher
than those represented by the existing buildings frequently
suffer from disinvestment, since owners of the existing houses
are reluctant to maintain them without any assurance that a large
apartment building will not be built on a neighboring property.
Lot Sizes.
Minimum lot sizes can also be a source of problems.
For example, the 1950s zoning in a virginia town encouraged
redevelopment
of
older,
so-called
"obsolete,"
residential
ne ig hborhoods close to the down town.
The zon ing enla rged the
minimum lot size beyond the traditional size (small urban lots)
in order to redevelop the district in a manner similar to a large
lot suburban neighborhood.
Redevelopment did not take place as
planned, and years later the area became desirable as a historic
residential
neighborhood.
property owners,
however,
were
prevented
from
building
compatible
infill
houses
on
traditionally-sized vacant lots by the 1950s zoning which
requ i red large lots.
The inab iIi ty to develop the vacan t lots
hampered the revitalization of the neighborhood.
The converse situation can also work against preservation.
In
historic areas where houses were traditionally built on large
lots, current zoning or subdivision regulations may allow new
dwellings to be wedged between historic houses on newly
subdivided lots much smaller than those of the surrounding
houses.
Off-Street parking. Finally, preservation regulations and zoning
rules often appear to be working at cross purposes in regard to
off-street parking requirements.
Typically, modern zoning
requires a greater number of off-street spaces than can be easily
accommodated on a small historic lot.
As a result, the property
owner rehabilitating a historic building or constructing a
compatible infill building in a historic district often faces the
dilemma of either demolishing an adjacent historic building to
provide enough space for the required parking or abandoning the
project altogether.
Neither of these results is a favorable
preservation outcome.
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Each of the problems discussed above can be resolved by changing
the existing zoning.
However, prior to considering solutions to
individual problems it is advisable to take a comprehensive look
at zoning and preservation conflicts throughout a community.
What steps should a community take to study the effect of zoning
on the protection of historic properties in the area?
I

J
1
i

A logical place to begin studying the relationship between zoning
and preservation in a community is to compile a single map
showing both the boundar ies of h istor ic d istr icts (or potent ial
historic districts) and individual landmarks and the boundaries
of the various zoning districts that affect the same area. This
type of map clearly illustrates what zoning designations apply in
areas of historic interest. At this point the text of the zoning
ordinance should be analyzed to determine the requirements Eor
each zoning district and whether or not they support or conflict
with
the preservation and
revitalization of
the historic
properties or areas.
The following questions provide a starting point for an analysis
of this sort:
- Are historic residential neighborhoods with single-family
houses
zoned
for
single-family
residential
or
other
compatible uses?
- Do lot sizes and the bu i Id ing setback requ i remen ts from the
front lot line match historic patterns?
- Do
separate
zoning
districts
with
widely
divergent
regu la t ions (one for high-dens i ty commerc ia 1 use, one for
single-family residential use, for example) divide a single
historic neighborhood?
- Does the zoning for areas immediately surrounding a historic
district provide an adequate buffer against development that
would have a negative impact on the historic area?
- Do commercial zones allow much taller and larger buildings
than currently exist in the historic district?
- Do commercial zones permit automobile-oriented commercial
uses, such as drive-through facilities or those with large
parking lots, that conflict with the traditional street-front
and pedestrian orientation of historic commercial buildings?
- Does the zoning require so many off-street parking spaces
that it hampers the rehabilitation of historic buildings or
the construction of new infill buildings?
If an analysis of zoning designations in historic districts
reveals situations of the kind mentioned above, the next step is
to examine the zoning ordinance to determine what, if any,
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existing zoning classifications might be more appropriate, or if
it is necessary to amend the zoning in other ways.
What kinds of amendments should be considered to make the zoning
in historic districts more responsive to preservation concerns?

Amendments might involve shifting the boundaries between adjacent
zones or substituting one classification for another, such as
changing
from
an
inappropriate
low-density
residential
designation to a more appropriate medium-density residential
one.
The existing zoning ordinance, however, may not include
classifications that are entirely appropriate for historic
districts.
In such cases, a particular requirement may have to
be changed. If, for instance, the required minimum lot size in a
particular single-family residential zone is too large and
discourages infill construction and rehabilitation, changing this
regulation to allow smaller lot sizes may be required.
Or, if
parking
requirements
are
such
that
it
is
difficult
to
rehabilitate buildings in historic areas, then the number of
required parking spaces should be reduced.
Another option would be to draft an entirely new zoning
classification with requirements tailored to the specific needs
of a historic district.
Zoning classifications that apply only
to particular areas of a community are known as special purpose
districts or special use districts.
cities have enacted these
not only for historic districts but also for other areas of the
city with specialized uses or needs such as ethnic neighborhoods
or areas with large institutions
(hospitals,
universities,
etc.).
Seattle has two districts of this kind; the Pioneer
Square Preservation District which was established to protect the
historical and architectural
character
of
that
commercial
historic district; and, the International Special Review District
which aims to maintain the International District core as an
Asian cultural, retail, and residential center by encouraging,
for example, uses such as small scale food processing and craft
work with an Asian emphasis.

What is downzoning?

If the current zoning permits development at densities far higher
than existing buildings, rezoning might involve what is known as
downzoning,
or reducing the permitted height and bulk of
buildings.
Downzoning can be controversial since affected
property owners may perceive it as diminishing the value of their
property.
Nonetheless,
in historic commercial areas, and
particularly downtown business districts, downzoning may be the
sing Ie mos t effect i ve protect ion measure that can be ach ieved
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through zoning because it substantially removes the pressure for
high density development from the district.
What other measures are available to make zoning compatible with
historic preservation?

iI
1
,

I:

i
it

A number of cities have amended their zoning ordinances to
include special exceptions that allow historic properties to be
used in ways not permitted as a matter of right in a particular
zone.
For example, in Denver, offices or art galleries are
permitted by special exception in residential zones if they are
housed in historic buildings.
This measure has made the large
mansions in the city's Capitol Hill district more economically
competitive with new residential buildings.
Similarly, the
District of Columbia created a special exception to allow
nonprofit organizations to use residential landmark buildings for
certain nonresidential use under specified circumstances (the
building must contain a gross floor area of 10,000 square feet or
greater, for example).
Some cities, such as Richmond, virginia
provide for the waiver of certain zoning requirements, such as
height and area regulations and off-street parking and loading
requirements, for buildings in historic districts when it can be
demonstrated that the waiver is necessary in order to achieve the
purposes outlined in the city's preservation ordinance.
Transfer of development rights or TDR is another zoning technique

that has been used to promote preservation in a few large
cities.
Following this approach the development rights to the
portion of a property that remains undeveloped, such as the air
space above a historic building, are sold or traded and put into
use at another location.
The cost and expertise required to
administer a full-scale TDR program have presented difficulties,
especially for smaller communities which lack full-time planning
staff.
incentive zoning has also been used to encourage the
historic preservation in cities around the country.
The bonus
refers to the additional density (beyond what would otherwise be
permitted) granted to developers in exchange for providing
specified public amenities.
philadelphia's new plan for Center
City
proposes
that
dens i ty
bonuses
be
g ran ted
for
the
preservation of locally designated historic structures and that
the city's zoning code be revised to include standards to define
the requirements.
Bonus or

****
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Some Practical Suggestions

Preservationists should demonstrate a sincere, constructive, and
continuing interest in local zoning issues by attending scheduled
meetings and public hearings of the zoning commission or board of
zoning adjustment (whether or not a "preservation case" is on the
agenda).
It is not necessary (and somet imes counterproduct i ve)
to give formal testimony on every topic; but thoughtful queries
by the public at a hearing will often raise questions that board
members themselves would not have considered, and ideas from the
public can help the board develop the conditions and requirements
to be included in its decisions. Preservationists can also frame
their questions and observations to make clear connections
between historic preservation and zoning issues--connections
board members might not otherwise see.
Secondly, having demonstrated their commitment, credibility, and
interest in local zoning, preservationists should take the next
step and offer historic preservation training or presentations
for local zoning (and other land use) boards.
The training has
to be attractive, appealing, and user-friendly and should be
promoted as a way to enhance the board members' abi 1 i ty to do
their work more effectively and efficiently, not as a "favor" or
lobbying
from
a
special-interest
group.
Arranging
for
cosponsorship of the sessions by the state or regional planning
agency, the State Historic Preservation Office, local non-profit
or service clubs, and business organizations demonstrates that
preservation concerns are varied and widely shared public policy
issues and not special-interest concerns.
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Reference List

For those interested in learning more about zoning and pursuing
the connections between zoning and historic preservation the
following publications may be useful.
unless otherwise noted
these works should be available in a good-sized public library.
The Citizen's Guide to Zoning. Herbert H. Smith. Chicago:
American Planning Association, Planners press, 1983, 242
pages.
This is an excellent introduction to zoning for the
layperson.
It includes a comprehensive glossary on zoning
terminology.
Ava i lable from:
Planne r s Books tore, 1313 East
60th Street, Chicago, IL
60637-2891, (312) 955-9100; $16.95
plus $3.00 for postage and handling.
A Handbook on Historic Preservation Law. Christopher J.
Duerksen,
editor.
Washington,
DC:
The
Conservation
Foundation and the National Center for Preservation Law, 1983,
523 pages plus append ices.
Chapter 2, "Local Preservat ion
Law,"
is
part icularly
useful
and
features
an
indepth
discussion of
the
components of a comprehensive local
preservation program and the integration of such a program
with local plann ing and zon ing processes.
Ava i lable from:
Conservation Foundation, P.O. Box 4866, Baltimore, MD 21211,
(301)
338-6951; $30 (paperback) plus $2 for postage and
handling.
Dealing with Change in the Connecticut River Valley: A Design
Manual for Conservat ion and Development.
Robert D. Yaro et
ale
Cambridge, MA: Lincoln Institute of Land policy and the
Environmental Law Foundation, September 1988, 182 pages. This
well-illustrated manual on rural landscape and small town
preservation juxtaposes alternative development scenarios for
particular
sites--conventional
development
v.
creative
development.
It also includes model ordinances for site plan
review,
signage,
and
farmland/open
space
preservation.
Available
from:
Lincoln
Institute
of
Land
policy,
publications Office, 1033 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,
MA
02138, (617) 661-3016; $25.00 plus $2.50 for postage and
handling.
Preservation and Zoning: A Study paeer on the Effects of the
Zoning Code on Staunton IS Histor IC Resources.
Staunton, VA:
Histor ic Staunton Foundation, September 1986, 21 pages plus
appendices.
A basic yet thorough analysis of the impact of
current zoning on Staunton's five National Register historic
districts, carried out by a committee of community leaders.
The paper identifies the problems and makes recommendations to
correct them. The format and approach of the study are widely
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applicable to many communities across the country.
Available
from: Historic Staunton Foundation, 120 South Augusta Street,
Staunton, VA 24401, (703) 885-7676: $5.00 for postage and
hand 1 ing •
Saving America's Countryside: A Guide to Rural Conservation.
Samuel N. Stokes, et ale
Washington, DC: National Trust for
Historic
Preservation,
1989,
306
pages.
presents
a
comprehensive approach,
with numerous case studies,
for
initiating and carrying out a rural conservation program at
the local level.
Chapter 4, "Land-Protection Techniques That
Local Governmen ts Can
Use,"
expla ins
how comprehens i ve
planning, zoning, and other regulatory techniques can be
adapted to serve rural conservation goals.
Available from:
National Trust for Historic preservation, Mail Order, 1600 H
Street, NW,
Washington, DC
20006, (800) 537-5487; $16.95
(paperback) plus $3.00 for postage and handling.
Roanoke Vision: Zoning: A Process for Balancing Preservation
and Change, 1986.
Roanoke City Planning Commission and
Roanoke Office of Community planning.
32 pages.
This
magazine style publication describes the process undertaken to
rev ise the zon ing ord inance in Roanoke, Vi rg in i a.
Roanoke's
zoning dated from the 1950s and 1960s and did not recognize
the increasing value placed on preserv ing the city I s past.
Included are excerpts from the new proposed zoning ordinance
add ress ing preservation concerns.
Ava i lable from:
City of
Roanoke, Office of Community planning, Room 355, Municipal
Building, 215 Church Avenue, S.W. Roanoke, VA 24011, (703)
981-2344.
Zoning
for
Downtown
Urban
Design:
How
Cities
Control
Development.
Robert S. Cook, Jr.
Lexington, MA:
D.C. Heath
and Company, 1980, 178 pages.
Historic preservation issues
are often treated within the framework of urban design. This
book provides an overview of urban design controls (including
those relating to preservation) and presents case studies of
nine different-sized cities across the country that have used
zoning to promote good urban design.
Includes an extensive
bibliography on zoning.
Zoning and Historic Preservation: A Survey of Current Zoning
Techniques in U.S. Cities To Encourage Historic Preservation.
Chicago: Landmarks Preservation Council of Illinois, 1983, 32
pages. This paper provides an overview of a variety of zoning
measures
in
use
around
the
country
to
encourage
preservat ion.
Append ices focus on transfer of development
rights (TDR) schemes. Available from: Landmarks preservation
Council of Illinois, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 752, Chicago,
IL 60604, (312) 922-1742; $6.50.

